PR 118 Four Mounts

6.7km / 2hr / Easy (ascent/gradient: 60m)
Start: Place de la Mairie in Cramant

7.4km / 2hr30 / Easy (ascent/gradient: 80m)
Start: Cuis Church or Place de la Mairie in Cramant

What to see:
• Chouilly Wet Garden (Jardin Humide)
• Mont Bernon and the Pierre-Cheval belvedere
• Mont Jogasse
• Butte de Saran / viewpoint
• Château de Saran (private estate)
• Mont Aigu
+ Nearby: Chouilly Vine Garden (Jardin de Vignes)

What to see:
• Chouilly Wet Garden (Jardin Humide)
• Butte de Saran / viewpoint
• Château de Saran (private estate)
• Mont Aigu
• Saint-Martin Church in Chouilly
+ Nearby: Chouilly Vine Garden (Jardin de Vignes)

What to see:
• Butte de Saran / viewpoint
• Château de Saran (private estate)
• Carved chalk cliff

What to see:
• Giant bottle in Cramant
• Cuis Church
• Cuis Cliffs: remarkable natural site / viewpoints
• Cramant belvedere / picnic area

This 18-km circular trail takes you on an educational tour of
Champagne’s hillsides. First, the 100-metre-long belvedere at the Wet
Garden (Jardin Humide) is a fascinating introduction to the local flora
and fauna. On your way to Mont Bernon, take in a 360-degree panorama
of Champagne’s wine country, no better than from the Pierre-Cheval
belvedere which affords views of Avenue de Champagne and the historic
slopes, the centrepiece of the Champagne Hillsides, Houses and Cellars
that are a UNESCO World Heritage Site. A perfect place to have a picnic
or why not a glass of champagne!

This route is a shorter variation of PR 118.
After getting to know the local flora and fauna from the 100-metre-long
belvedere at the Wet Garden (Jardin Humide), cross through Chouilly
village and follow a path winding through vines until you reach the Butte
de Saran elevation.

This route affords 360-degree views of the Côte des Blancs vineyards
along a loop encircling the Butte de Saran elevation at the forest edge.
Starting at Place de la Mairie in Cramant, the path heads away from the
village, passing in front of the church and then Sainte-Marguerite
cemetery and its fine gate. From stones to vines and trees next as you
skirt the forest and climb the mound (Butte de Saran). This slope faces
towards Cramant and affords unspoilt views for miles, sweeping the
length of the Cubry and Darcy valleys to the southern hills of Epernay.
Once you have bypassed the forest, you face the other direction towards
the Marne valley and with Montagne de Reims straight ahead. This side
of the slope looking towards Chouilly offers more shade in the afternoon
making it a restful spot beneath the trees, close to the private estate of
Château de Saran.

On this walk, discover the villages of Cuis and Cramant. Departing
from Cramant, you cannot miss the 8.6m-high champagne bottle that
the village has proudly put on display in honour of its winemaking
heritage. Next take a gentle climb along paths through the vines until
you come to the hillside village of Cuis (a 2-flower certified floral village).
There, the Romanesque 12th-13th century church, which dominates the
valley from its prime position and borders the vineyards, is worth a visit.
Continue on the route until you reach the edge of the forest protecting
the mount summits then follow the path to the Roualles Cliffs, classified
as a remarkable natural site, which is home to a rich but vulnerable
ecosystem. A few ‘windows’ through the trees give glimpses of the
hillsides all around and their changing colours through the seasons.

Find further information and the full collection
of walks on Epernay Agglo Champagne’s Cirkwi account
at www.cirkwi.com
Epernay Agglo Champagne
Service Développement touristique
Place du 13e Régiment de Génie
51200 Epernay
tourisme@epernay-agglo.fr
Find the full collection of walking routes in
our region at: www.epernay-agglo.fr/loisirstourisme/les-circuits-de-randonnee-pedestre
For information and help planning your stay
Epernay Tourist Information Office – Champagne country
7, Avenue de Champagne
51200 Epernay, France
Tel: +33 (0)3 26 53 33 00
tourisme@ot-epernay.fr
www.ot-epernay.fr

PR 116 Avize Loop

13 circular walks.
100 km of signposted footpaths.
From 4 to 18 km, suitable for family strolls
or athletic hikes.

Walking routes certified by the French Hiking
Federation (FFR): your guarantee of well planned and
environmentally friendly routes.
www.epernay-agglo.fr

NEW ROUTE!

9.1km / 3hr / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 100m)
Start: Parc Vix, Place Léon-Bourgeois in Avize or Place de la Mairie in
Cramant
What to see:
• Parc Vix / picnic area / viewpoint
• The ever-pouring bottle (La bouteille qui coule toujours)
• Côte des Blancs landscape
• Cramant belvedere / picnic area
This trail is a chance to explore two wine villages in the Côte des
Blancs area: Cramant and Avize.
After walking through Cramant and making your way behind the village
church, take in stunning views of the vineyards and the village of Avize
below you. The path to Avize cuts right through the vines. Next traverse
the village before climbing an incline through vineyards and skirting a
forest and the Oger loop trail to reach Parc Vix and its iconic
champagne bottle installation. From there, views of vines and fields
stretch as far as the eye can see. This landscaped nature spot with
interpretation panels around a water theme will give you valuable
insight into the local flora and fauna as well as beautiful surroundings
for a rest.

The route then follows a section of the Côte des Blancs GPR (waymarked
yellow and red) before crossing through a forest towards Cramant. Once
you step out of the cool shade, the village of Cramant and its vineyards
stretch out below you.
On your way back to Place de la Mairie, don’t miss the superb views
afforded by the belvedere in Cramant and its vine lodge. At the entrance
to Cramant, a giant champagne bottle 8.6m tall has been erected in
honour of the village’s winemaking roots. Also to see are the carved
chalk cliff and walls decorated with frescoes.
Extend your walk: After Avize, continue straight ahead to join the "PR
131 Parc Vix to Sept Vents" route which will take you to the village of
Oger.

PR 130 Sept Vents to Mont Blanc
7.5km / 2hr30 / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 90m)
Start: Place de la Mairie in Mesnil-sur-Oger or Place de la Mairie in
Oger
What to see:
• Viewpoints / panoramic views of the Côte des Blancs
• Saint-Nicolas Church and replica of the Lourdes cave
+ Nearby: La Tuilerie (picnic area) / Wedding Museum (Musée du Mariage) /
Les Pâtis Nature Reserve / Vine and Wine Museum (Musée de la Vigne et
du Vin)

PR 135 Epernay’s Balloon to Mont Bernon
5.7km / 1hr45 / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 160m)
Start: Mont Bernon (Chemin de la Source in Epernay) or by the tethered
hot-air balloon (Ballon Captif, Esplanade Charles-de-Gaulle in Epernay)
What to see:
• Epernay’s tethered hot-air balloon (Ballon Captif)
• Mont Bernon and the Pierre-Cheval belvedere
• The Avenue de Champagne
• The champagne and regional archaeology museum (Musée du Vin de
Champagne et d'Archéologie Régionale) at Château Perrier
This trail taking in local heritage and lush countryside winds through
the historic centre and on to the hillsides overlooking the town of
Epernay. Start at Epernay’s Ballon Captif, a tethered hot-air balloon
150 metres in the air affording 360-degree views. Next head towards
Mont Bernon where you can enjoy superb views from the Pierre-Cheval
belvedere. There you can admire the wine country and its historic
slopes, the centrepiece of the Champagne Hillsides, Houses and
Cellars, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Then descend to the legendary Avenue de Champagne with its elegant
buildings and where you’ll find the grand Château Perrier, home to the
champagne and regional archaeology museum. The walk concludes in
front of Epernay Tourist Information Office whose team will help guide
you in the direction of other local gems to discover.

Extend your walk: At Mont Bernon, before the car pack and the start
panel, turn right to join the "PR 118 Quatre Monts” route and the Butte de
Saran elevation via Mont Jogasse to immerse yourself in the glorious
landscapes of the world-famous Côte des Blancs.

PR 117 Cuis Loop

11.2km / 2hr45 / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 130m)
Start: Chouilly Wet Garden (Jardin Humide)

Extend your walk: From the Butte de Saran, if coming from Mont
Bernon, you have the option to join the "PR 115 Saran Loop" to reach,
away to your right, the village of Cramant, 2km away.

Alternating between plains, slopes and forests,
our walking routes offer an introduction
to the wonderful diversity of Champagne's landscapes.

PR 115 Saran Loop

18km / 6hr / Difficult (ascent/gradient: 140m)
Start: Chouilly Wet Garden (Jardin Humide) or Mont Bernon

On your way to the Butte de Saran, you will pass Mont Jogasse before
heading in a more direct line towards the Côte des Blancs to reach the
‘butte’ (mound) and château in Saran (private estate). Next you will skirt
around Mont Aigu before taking a footpath winding through the vineyards
to reach the village of Chouilly.
There are two possible variations to make it to Chouilly more quickly.

Walking routes
Champagne’s Hillsides and Plains

PR 126 Circuit de Chouilly à Saran

Winding over hillsides and through forests, this route is a chance to
explore two wine villages in Côte des Blancs: Oger and Le Mesnil-sur-Oger.
Along the way, you will pass four fountains and several restored wash
houses that beautifully set off the floral displays around the village of Oger.
Still in Oger, you might want to visit the Wedding Museum (Musée du
Mariage) to see its collection of over 600 wedding garments and a
champagne label exhibition or, over in Mesnil-sur-Oger, the Vine and Wine
Museum (Musée de la Vigne et du Vin) where you can learn about the history
of winegrowing through the tools and pressing machines on display.

Next, the route skirts around Les Pâtis d’Oger et du Mesnil-sur-Oger
National Nature Reserve, protected since 2006 and home to nearly 300
temporary or permanent ponds. Finally, after walking around the almost
two-hectare walled vineyard (clos) in the centre of the village, explore the
terroir of Le Mesnil, a village surrounded by vines, which also boasts a
replica of the Lourdes cave, close to Saint-Nicolas Church.
The nature reserve is a fragile environment, so please follow the signposted
footpaths and leave the place as you find it.

Extend your walk: If you fancy seeing the village of Oger, opt for the “Les
Botterêts” route (4.3km). To explore the village of Mesnil-sur-Oger,
follow the "Le Mesnil" trail (4.8km).

Continue along the forest edge at the top of the mound to bypass the
Château de Saran (a private estate). Next skirt Mont Aigu to arrive at the
bottom of Saran village, once home to the vineyard workers.
After passing the Romanesque church in Chouilly (11th c.), cross a
footbridge over the Tarnauds river to make your way back to the Wet
Garden where the route ends.

Extend your walk: From the Butte de Saran, if coming from Mont
Bernon, you have the option to join the "PR 115 Saran Loop" to reach,
away to your right, the village of Cramant, 2km away.

PR 131 Parc Vix to Sept Vents

On the return, the route is southeast facing with views of the plains and
the village of Avize below you. This footpath cutting through the vines
gradually descends to Cramant, with a carved chalk cliff en route, before
circling back to the start.

Extend your walk: From the Butte de Saran, you can move on to the "PR 126
Chouilly to Saran” route. From Cramant, you have the choice of the
"PR116 Avize Loop" or "PR117 Cuis Loop” routes.

You then follow footpaths beneath the cool forest canopy to reach
Cramant. As you enter the village, look out for the Cramant bear, the
symbol of the local community, before heading to the belvedere to enjoy
the view and making your way back to Place de la Mairie.

Extend your walk: From Cramant, you have the choice of the "PR116
Avize Loop" or "PR115 Saran Loop”.

PR132 Les Botterêts

PR 134 Avize Village

6.8km / 2hr15 / Easy (ascent/gradient: 75m)
Start: Parc Vix in Avize or Place de la Mairie in Oger

4km / 1hr30 / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 100m)
Start: Place Léon-Bourgeois or Parc Vix in Avize

4.3km / 1hr30 / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 100m)
Start: Place de la Mairie in Oger

What to see:
• Oger Wedding Museum (Musée du Mariage)
• Viewpoints / panoramic views of the Côte des Blancs
• Parc Vix in Avize / picnic area / viewpoint
• The ever-pouring bottle (La bouteille qui coule toujours)
+ Nearby: La Tuilerie (picnic area)

What to see:
• Parc Vix / picnic area / viewpoint
• The ever-pouring bottle (La bouteille qui coule toujours)
• Côte des Blancs landscape

This route winds through two villages in the Côte des Blancs area: Avize
and Oger. Views of hillsides and local heritage including churches and
wash houses will unfurl before you.

The star of this municipal route is Avize, a wine village in the famous
Côte des Blancs area. Starting at Place Léon-Bourgeois or Parc Vix, the
route takes in the forest and the vineyards with views of the
winegrowing landscape and the village (a 3-flower classified floral
village) where the local producers will regale you with their
savoir-faire.
Parc Vix is especially worth a visit. Set in a forest clearing not far from
the ever-flowing champagne bottle installation (La bouteille qui coule
toujours), this green space has been thoughtfully landscaped and
includes an interpretation trail on the theme of water. The ideal spot to
unwind with family or friends on the “Montagne d’Avize”.

What to see:
• Saint-Laurent Church and Odette-Prévost Garden
• Wedding Museum (Musée du Mariage)
• Viewpoints / panoramic views of the Côte des Blancs
• Léon Bourgeois’ home (private estate)
• Floral and history trail
+ Nearby: La Tuilerie (picnic area)

Nestled between Montagne d'Avize and the Champagne plains, Avize is a
winegrowing village in the Côte des Blancs. In the hills, a giant champagne
bottle pours the divine nectar into an oversized glass that is part of this
intriguing installation. Parc Vix in Avize is a delightful place to stop and
admire glorious views of vines and plains stretching out before you. This
nature spot with interpretation panels around a water theme will give you
valuable insight into the local flora and fauna. In Oger, you might want to
visit the Wedding Museum (Musée du Mariage) housing a collection of over
600 wedding garments and a champagne label exhibition. The buildings in
the village reflect the typical Champagne style: the house with the
red-brick facing, circular œil-de-bœuf windows, the street gate, and the
wrought-iron sign. Visit all four fountains and several restored wash
houses that beautifully set off the floral displays. Oger is actually one of
the most famous floral villages in Europe since winning the European
medal (four flowers) in 2005.
Extend your walk: If you fancy seeing the village of Avize, opt for the
“Avize village” route (4.3km). Or to explore the village of Oger, take the
“Les Botterêts” route (4.3km). In Oger, continue straight ahead to join the
"PR 130 Sept Vents to Mont Blanc" route and reach the village of
Mesnil-sur-Oger.

PR133 Le Mesnil
4.8km / 1hr30 / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 105m)
Start: Place de la Mairie in Mesnil-sur-Oger
What to see:
• Saint-Nicolas Church and replica of the Lourdes cave
• Viewpoints / panoramic views of the Côte des Blancs
+ Nearby: Vine and Wine Museum (Musée de la Vigne et du Vin) and
Les Pâtis Nature Reserve with picnic area, arboretum and fitness trail.
On this trail, explore the terroir of Le Mesnil, a village encompassed by
vines, and Les Pâtis d'Oger et du Mesnil-sur-Oger Nature Reserve.
Before you stretches a patchwork of landscapes, from hillsides to
woodland, and stunning views of the Côte des Blancs and the Champagne
plains. Close to Saint-Nicolas Church, the replica of the Our Lady of
Lourdes cave, built by local residents and growers in 1932, is worth a
detour.

What makes Mesnil-sur-Oger particularly interesting is that the old village
was built around a two-hectare walled vineyard, which you will walk
around at the end of your walk. The small streets of old Mesnil have
preserved the traces and names of the ramparts (Montaigus, Hauts
Jardins) despite suffering during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. Next
you will skirt Les Pâtis d'Oger et du Mesnil-sur-Oger Nature Reserve,
classed as a national site in 2006. The reserve has over 300 temporary or
permanent ponds in its bounds and it is a habitat for a variety of animal and
plant species including cottongrass, northern crested newts, water snakes
and pine bonsai. Amenities near the lake include a play area, picnic area,
petanque court and fitness trail. You might also want to make the most of
the viewpoints over the Côte des Blancs and see the orientation table.

You might also wish to take a walk around the park and its collection of
ponds watered by an ancient spring, or have a play on the outdoor
musical instruments for a moment of escapism.
If you cross to the other side of the village, you can also visit
Saint-Nicolas Church. Under the Gothic arches inside, admire the
magnificent statues and stained glass windows, not to mention paintings
such as Le Denier de César (The Tribute Money), a painting dating from
the 17th century, classified as an Historic Monument in 2002 and
attributed to Italian painter Orazio Borgiani.

Oger is actually one of the most famous floral villages in Europe since
winning the European medal (four flowers) in 2005. This walk introduces
you to the land of the Botterêts, as the people of Oger are dubbed, and its
well-preserved heritage in the heart of the Côte des Blancs.

The route winds through vineyards and affords a lovely panorama over
the village where you can see the former home of Léon Bourgeois (close
to Saint-Laurent Church), the father of the League of Nations and Nobel
Peace Prize winner, who died in Oger in 1925. Adjacent to Saint-Laurent
Church, the Odette-Prévost Garden offers an interlude of bucolic
relaxation against a backdrop of mountains and vineyard views.
The buildings in the village reflect the typical Champagne style: the
house with the red-brick facing, circular œil-de-bœuf windows, the
street gate, and the wrought-iron sign. There are also four fountains and
several restored wash houses that beautifully set off the floral displays.
You might also want to visit the Wedding Museum (Musée du Mariage)
and its collection of over 600 wedding garments and a champagne label
exhibition.
Extend your walk: To visit the villages of Mesnil-sur-Oger and Oger, follow
the "Sept Vents to Mont Blanc” route (7.5km). To discover the villages of
Oger and Avize, take the “Parc Vix aux Sept Vents" route (6.8km).

PR 120 Two Villages of Vert-Toulon Loop

PR 121 Boucle des Marais de Vert-Toulon

13km / 4hr / Intermediate (ascent/gradient: 100m)
Start: Place Léandre-Ploix just down from Vert-la-Gravelle town hall
or Toulon-la-Montagne town hall
What to see:
• Château de Vert-la-Gravelle (13th c., private estate)
• Saint-Gond marshe
• Viewpoints
• Vert-la-Gravelle Church (a listed Historic Monument)

What to see:
• Oil wells
• Saint-Pierre/Saint-Paul Church (listed Historic Monument)
• Saint-Gond marshes

The village of Vert-Toulon sits between the Côte des Blancs, Brie
Champenoise and Saint-Gond marshes. Its name comes from the
merger of two villages, Vert-la-Gravelle and Toulon-la-Montagne, in 1973.

This walking route connects the two village centres with a starting point in
each. From Vert-la-Gravelle, the trail takes you to the marshes, the oil
wells and the magnificent Château de la Gravelle before heading to the
fields and woods in Toulon. The viewpoint in Toulon-la-Montagne offers a
stunning panorama of seven bell towers and a delightful picnic area.
From there, the route takes in a wonderful variety of landscapes as you
pass through woods and past vineyards. En route contemplate the
stunning views over Saint-Gond marshes. Dotted along the way are a
number of vineyard huts, reminders of the region’s viticultural roots.

The Vine Gardens (Jardins de Vignes) route

5.5km / 1hr45 / Easy (ascent/gradient: 5m)
Start: Place Léandre-Ploix just down from Vert-la-Gravelle town hall

Right at the start, you can admire a Champagne house in the typical
style (former traditional farms and longhouses) then Saint-Gond
marshes and the oil wells in Vert-la-Gravelle, over a distance of 5.5km.
Saint Pierre/Saint-Paul Church, a listed Historic Monument, makes an
ideal spot for quiet contemplation along your walk.

The oil sites you can see were drilled in 1985. After the first parcels of
vines come into view, you will discover one last oil site.

Distance 10km - 15 min. drive

The nature reserve is a fragile environment, so please follow the signposted
footpaths and leave the place as you find it.

Explore the tourist roads criss-crossing Champagne, tailor made for a car, and explore the vast areas of countryside that highlight why the region has such
a rich winegrowing and producing heritage. A pitstop to buy a bottle or two from a wine merchant or enjoy a tasting at a winery in one of the villages en route
is a fun way to complement your drive and bring your experience full circle from grape to glass.

Extend your walk: To visit the villages of Mesnil-sur-Oger and Oger, follow
the "Sept Vents to Mont Blanc” route (7.5km).

• Chouilly Vine gardens (Jardins de Vignes) (enter via west Chouilly, Rue des Partelaines, which extends from the Avenue de Champagne in Epernay).
• Panoramic viewpoint in Cramant (D10 - Rue de la Grande Côte. Close to Place de la Mairie: starting points for loops PR 115, 116 and 117).
• Vine and Wine Craft (Travaux de la Vigne et du Vin) trail in Cumières (Quai de la Marne and Rue du Bac, approx. 800m).

Walking circuits – Champagne’s Hillsides and Plains
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or Place de la Mairie in Oger

la Gravelle

le Chemin de Beaunay

les Régales

Distance

D45

la Gravelle

le Chemin de Beaunay

Mesnil-sur-Oger fitness trail

1hr30

• Start: Place de la Mairie in Oger

le Ventre
des Crapauds

5
D24

Lourdes cave replica
in Mesnil-sur-Oger

PR®
footpaths

Duration and direction of loop

• Start: Place Léon-Bourgeois or Parc Vix
in Avize

Odette-Prévost Garden in Oger

Change
direction

Distance

4
km

Wedding Museum (Musée du Mariage)
in Oger

Footpath
continues

2hr15

• Start: Parc Vix in Avize or Place de la Mairie
in Oger

Léon Bourgeois’ home in Oger
(private estate)

Footpath
waymarks

Duration and direction of loop

6.8
km

Parc Vix and ever-pouring bottle
(bouteille qui coule toujours) in Avize

Château de La Gravelle
(13th c., private estate)

Distance

Easy
(ascent/gradient: 5m)

Distance

5.50
km

Duration and direction of loop

1hr45

• Start: Place Léandre-Ploix just down from
Vert-la-Gravelle town hall

